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Supplemental Information
NEONATAL RESUSCITATION WITH
LOWER VERSUS HIGHER INITIAL
OXYGEN CONCENTRATION IN
TERM AND PRETERM INFANTS: A
SYSTEMATIC REVIEW WITH METAANALYSIS

•• Retinopathy of prematurity
•• Necrotizing enterocolitis

•• Bronchopulmonary dysplasia
•• Time to heart rate >100

Study Designs

SYSTEMATIC REVIEW QUESTION
Population
•• Newborns who received

respiratory support at delivery

Included RCTs, qRCTs, and
nonrandomized studies
(nonrandomized controlled trials,
interrupted time series, controlled
before-after studies, cohort studies);
excluded animal studies and
unpublished studies (eg, conference
abstracts).

Intervention

Time Frame

•• Lower initial oxygen concentration

1980 to current (December 11,
2017).

Comparison
•• Higher initial oxygen concentration

Outcomes
Primary Outcomes
•• All-cause short-term mortality
(in-hospital or 30 days)

Secondary Outcomes

•• All-cause long-term mortality (1–3
years)

•• NDI at 1 to 3 years of age

Additional Secondary Outcomes for
Term Newborns Only
•• HIE (Sarnat Stage II–III)

Additional Secondary Outcomes for
Premature Newborns Only
•• Major intraventricular hemorrhage
(grade III/IV)
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Language
All languages are included (if English
abstract available).

LITERATURE SEARCH: GENERAL
•• The databases listed below were

searched by using controlled
language for medical subject
headings and keywords from 1980
to December 11, 2017.

•• An iterative approach was used to

ensure that key identified articles
(identified by previous systematic
review articles) will be found by
the identified approach.

•• We also searched for completed

but unpublished and/or
unidentified studies on the topic

using the following additional
methods:

⚬⚬ Search the listed 2 trial

registries (clinicaltrials.gov
and International Standard
Randomised Controlled Trial
Number);

⚬⚬ Contact experts on this topic

and inquire about additional
uncaptured studies;

⚬⚬ Screen references of: (1) all

included studies (2) systematic
review studies on the topic
and (3) ILCOR 2015, 2010, and
2005 CoSTRs, on initial oxygen
concentration for resuscitation
of neonates; and

⚬⚬ Search the first 200 hits on
Google Scholar.

Information Sources
Medline
Embase

Cochrane Central Register of
Controlled Trials (CENTRAL)
CINAHL

ClincalTrials.gov

International Standard Randomised
Controlled Trial Number

Gray literature (as discussed above)

Search Dates
Search from 1980 to current
(December 11, 2017) (we do not
expect to find any studies involving
the systematic use of different oxygen
concentrations before 1990, when
the first questions regarding oxygen
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toxicity from initial resuscitation
began as confirmed in several
previous exhaustive searches by
ILCOR and Cochrane).

PubMed Search Strategy, example:

•• exp Infant, Newborn[MeSH]

OR Gestational Age[MeSH] OR
Premature Birth[MeSH] OR Term
Birth[MeSH] OR Live Birth[MeSH]
OR Intensive Care, Neonatal[MeSH]
OR Intensive Care, Neonatal[MeSH]
OR ICUs, Neonatal[MeSH]
OR Delivery Rooms[MeSH]
OR exp Respiratory Distress
Syndrome, Newborn[MeSH] OR
Asphyxia Neonatorum[MeSH],
OR Bronchopulmonary
Dysplasia[MeSH] OR Infant,
Premature, Diseases[MeSH],
or Neonatal Nursing[MeSH]
OR Persistent Fetal Ciculation
syndrome[MeSH] OR (delivery
room* or newborn* or neonat* or
gestational age or prematur* or
preterm or infant* OR birth)[Tiab]

•• AND Oxygen Inhalation

Therapy{MeSH} OR high* adj2
oxygen[Tiab] OR 100% oxygen

•• AND Air{MeSH] OR (air OR

“low* oxygen[Tiab] OR limited
oxygen[Tiab] OR oxygen
concentration* or oxygen fraction*
or target* oxygen or oxygen
saturation*)[Tiab]

•• NOT (animal[MeSH] NOT
humans[MeSH])

•• NOT (letter OR comment OR

editorial or Case Reports OR
congresses) [Publication Type]

• The other databases will be
searched with similar but adapted
strategies.

STUDY INCLUSION AND/OR
EXCLUSION
Inclusion
•• RCTs
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•• Concurrent observational

cohort or controlled studies
(nonrandomized)

•• Historical observational cohort
or controlled trials (must have
comparison group)

•• Prospective and retrospective
studies will be included

•• All languages (must have an
English abstract)

Exclusion
•• Studies that do not report any
of the primary or secondary
outcomes

•• Small single studies with <10
patients

•• Review articles (although

systematic reviews will be actively
sought to find unidentified studies)

•• Case reports, case series, editorials,
comments, abstract only,
conference proceedings only

•• Duplicate publications on the

same population (unless different
outcomes are reported or where
distinct populations can be
extracted)

•• Exclude studies before 1980

(before the era of questioning
oxygen supplementation at birth)

STUDY SELECTION PROCESS
General and Training
•• Covidence software will be used.
•• Pairs of blinded screeners will

review the articles in 2 phases: first
title and abstract, followed by full
text.

•• A pilot test of the eligibility criteria
will be conducted by using pairs
of independent screeners on a
sample of titles or abstracts (25
titles or abstracts per screener

including articles that are thought
to be definitely eligible, definitely
not eligible, and doubtful). The
pilot test will be discussed with
all screeners to refine and clarify
the eligibility criteria, train the
screeners, and ensure that the
criteria can be applied consistently.

•• Cohen’s κ statistic, a measure of
interrater agreement in article
selection, will be calculated for
both stages of review.

•• All languages will be included: if

a non-English study is selected on
the basis of an English abstract,
an academic physician author or
colleague with strong language
skills in the written language of
any article potentially relevant will
review the full text and determine
eligibility and/or to abstract data if
required.

Title and Abstract Screening
•• Pairs of independent screeners,

blinded to the other decisions,
other than pilot test will determine
yes or no for title and abstract
inclusion (blinded to full text).

•• Discrepancies with be resolved by

discussion to determine if there are
clear reasons to exclude, otherwise,
a single yes response proceeds to
full-text review.

Full-Text Review
•• Pairs of independent reviewers,

blinded to the other decisions,
other than pilot test, will determine
yes or no for full-text review;

•• Discrepancies will be resolved

through discussion and consensus
and/or involve a third reviewer;

•• A single failed eligibility criterion is

sufficient for a study to be excluded
from a review;

•• Eligibility criteria for each

study will be assessed in order
of importance so that the first
“no” response can be used as the
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primary reason for exclusion of the
study, and the remaining criteria
need not be assessed. First reason
for exclusion will be captured at
the full text review stage only.

DATA ABSTRACTION PROCESS

Comparator description and/or
details, including higher Fio2 and
(oxygen targeting was used and the
targets used)

Allocation concealment

•• HIE (Sarnat Stage II–III)

Randomization methods (if
applicable)

•• Use Covidence software;

Loss to follow-up

•• Third abstractor to review/resolve
any conflicts by consensus;

•• Corresponding authors will be

contacted to request clarification,
additional information, and/or raw
data if relevant or required.

Data to Be Extracted
Study characteristics:

Study identification (authors, year)

Study location (hospital, city, region,
county)

Calendar year(s) when patients were
enrolled
Study design (prospective or
retrospective, controlled or cohort,
randomized or nonrandomized)
Single site or multisite

Data to Be Extracted (Continued)
Industry funding (yes or no)

Population description including:

Follow-up

Intention to treat analysis

Patient characteristics abstracted
by subgroups if available; include
covariates included in adjusted
analysis:
Total patients

Patients by intervention and
comparator

Gestational age (mean and SD or
median with IQR, range)
Male sex (number, rate)

Birth weight (mean, SD)

Small for gestational age (number,
rate)

Antenatal steroid administration (to
mothers) (number, rate)
Delivery method (vaginal, Cesarean
delivery; number, rate)
Multiple births (number, rate)

Chest compressions performed
(number, rate)

Intubation and mechanical
ventilation performed (number, rate)
Apgar at 5 minutes

Inclusion criteria

Outcomes Abstracted by
Subgroups if Available

Intervention and/or exposure
description and/or details, including
lower Fio2 and whether oxygen
targeting was used and the targets
used

Outcomes

Exclusion criteria
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years)

•• NDI at 1 to 3 years of age

General

to abstract and highlight source of
information;

•• All-cause long-term mortality (1–3

Descriptions of outcome definitions

Blinding methods and who was
blinded

•• Pairs of independent abstractors

Secondary Outcomes

Primary Outcomes
•• All-cause short-term mortality
(in-hospital or 30 days)

Additional Secondary Outcomes for
Term Newborns Only

Additional Secondary Outcomes for
Premature Newborns Only

•• Major intraventricular hemorrhage
(grade III/IV)

•• Retinopathy of prematurity
•• Necrotizing enterocolitis

•• Bronchopulmonary dysplasia
•• Time to HR >100

ROB AND QUALITY ASSESSMENT

Individual Study Quality or Bias
Assessment
Pairs of independent reviewers (with
a third reviewer available to review
and achieve consensus) will assess
for RoB for each individual study in
the following areas and classify as
having low risk, high risk, or unclear
RoB for each item.
Cochrane Collaboration RCT Risk
of Bias Assessment: sequence
generation, allocation concealment,
blinding participants, blinding
assessors, outcome complete,
outcomes selective, other bias.

Risk of Bias in Non-Randomized
Studies of Interventions tool for
Non-RCT Risk of Bias assessment:
confounding, selection of
participants, classification of
interventions, deviations from
intended interventions, missing data,
measurement of outcomes, selection
of reported results.
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Quality Assessment Across Studies

Data Synthesis

Heterogeneity

Pairs of independent reviewers (with
a third reviewer available to review
and achieve consensus) will provide
a summary of the quality assessment
and thus confidence in the pooled
estimates of effects for each outcome:

Covidence, Review Manager, and
GRADEpro will be used to analyze
and summarize data.

Clinical, methodologic, and statistical
heterogeneity will be assessed.

Five GRADE domains of RoB
(GRADEpro): study limitations,
inconsistency, imprecision,
indirectness, and publication bias.

This will allow assessment of the
quality of the body of evidence
contributing to the analyses of the
primary and secondary outcomes of
our meta-analysis.

By using the GRADE
recommendations, study type
determines the initial quality. Where
concerns are identified, it will lower
the overall quality assumptions.
Similarly, quality can be adjusted
upward if, for example, a large
treatment effect or dose-response
had been noted, which would raise
our confidence in the estimate of
effect.

DATA SYNTHESIS STRATEGY

Methods
The systematic review and metaanalysis methods will be prespecified
(a priori) in a protocol completed
before study selection that is
registered with the International
Prospective Register of Systematic
Reviews (www.crd.york.ac.uk/).
An iterative process to modify or add
additional methods may occur after
study selection and data abstraction,
but these will be clearly identified as
such.
Approval by a research ethics
committee to conduct this metaanalysis is not required by McMaster
University.
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Meta-analyses will be performed if >2
studies are available.
If >2 randomized studies with low to
moderate RoB and moderate sample
size are available for an outcome,
then nonrandomized studies will not
be included in meta-analysis.

Data Synthesis (Continued)
If meta-analysis is not appropriate, a
narrative approach will be adopted to
explore whether any observed effects
are consistent across studies, and to
investigate possible reasons for any
inconsistencies.
Data for meta-analysis will be pooled
by using a random effects model and
presented as RR and risk difference
with corresponding 95% CIs
depending on the type of variable.
Unadjusted RRs and risk differences
will be primarily reported. These
will be calculated by using MantelHaenszel method with random
effects and corresponding 95% CIs
for dichotomous variables (primary
and secondary outcomes).
Forest plots in which RRs and 95%
CIs are used will be constructed
for graphical representation of
dichotomous variables.

If >8 studies are found, we will use
visual inspection of funnel plots to
assess for possible publication bias.

Calculate the NNT to prevent 1 death
where meta-analysis of dichotomous
outcomes revealed a statistically
significant beneficial effect.
We will use the GRADE framework
to assess confidence in the point
estimates of effects by outcome. We
will build a summary of evidence
profile using GRADEpro online
software.

Statistical heterogeneity will be
evaluated by calculating the I2
statistic with P value (<25%, no
heterogeneity; 25%–49%, low
heterogeneity; 50%–74%, moderate
heterogeneity; and 75% or more,
high heterogeneity).

If the data exhibit significant
clinical, methodologic, or statistical
heterogeneity, formal pooling of
results would be inappropriate.
Sensitivity analysis may be used if a
single or group of studies has high
heterogeneity. Prespecified subgroup
analysis may be used to explore
possible causes of heterogeneity.

Sensitivity Analysis
We will perform sensitivity analyses
where inclusion of 1 or more studies
is uncertain because of a high RoB,
vastly different population size, if
there is a mixture of adjusted and
nonadjusted analyses, or there
is significant heterogeneity to
determine if removal from analysis
changes the point estimate and
statistical significance.

Subgroup Analysis
We will perform subgroup analyses
if >2 studies are available with
relevant outcome information
limited to the primary and first 2
secondary outcomes only where
different patient characteristics may
change the effect of the intervention.
For each of the gestational age
groups found in 1 below (except
≥35 and ≥37 weeks’ gestation),
we will perform subgroup analysis
on the basis of initial lower and
higher oxygen if there are 2 or more
studies with the same initial oxygen
comparison ranges (2 and 3 below).
The following are prespecified
subgroups:
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Gestational age

Term and near term

•• ≥35 weeks’ gestation
•• ≥37 weeks’ gestation
Preterm

•• <28 weeks’ gestation

•• 28 to <32 weeks’ gestation
•• 32 to <35 weeks’ gestation
•• <32 weeks’ gestation
•• <35 weeks’ gestation

•• <37 weeks’ gestation; lower initial
supplemental oxygen delivered
(for ≥35 weeks’ gestation group,
only 21%)

•• 21% (ambient air)
•• 21% to 30%
•• 31% to 50%
•• 51% to 65%

1. Higher initial supplemental
oxygen delivered (for ≥35
weeks’ gestation group, only
100%)
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SUPPLEMENTAL TABLE 6 Search Strategy: Summary of Results per Database
Database

No. Results

Ovid Medline
Ovid Embase
Ovid all EBMR
Cochrane database of systematic reviews
ACP journal club
Database of abstracts of reviews of effects
Cochrane central register of controlled trials
Cochrane methodology register
Health technology assessment
NHS economic evaluation database
CINAHL (EBSCOhost)
Google scholar
Total No. results

806
727
266

367
200
2366

ACP, American College of Physicians; EBMR, Evidence Based Medicine Reviews; NHS, National Health Service.

•• 51% to 65%
•• 66% to 80%

•• 81% to <100%
•• 100%

2. Oxygen saturation targeting

•• No explicit saturation targeting
•• Oxygen saturation targeting an

integral part of the study methods

DISSEMINATION PLANS
Dissemination of findings will
be supported by publication in
an appropriate peer-reviewed
resuscitation journal and
presentation of findings at an
international conference as well
as distribution to the neonatal
resuscitation societies.
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SUPPLEMENTAL TABLE 7 Search Strategy: Search Strategy for Ovid Medline
Database
Ovid Medline
<1946 to December 11, 2017>
(includes epub ahead of print and in-process & other non-indexed citations)
Note: repeated <December 1, 2017 to August 10, 2018>

Search Strategy Applied
1 Exp infant, newborn/(608 892)
2 Gestational age/(80 656)
3 Premature birth/(11 717)
4 Term birth/(2665)
5 Live birth/(2895)
6 Intensive care, neonatal/(5396)
7 ICUs, neonatal/(12 983)
8 Delivery rooms/(1462)
9 Exp respiratory distress syndrome, newborn/(15 343)
10 Asphyxia neonatorum/(7865)
11 Bronchopulmonary dysplasia/(4257)
12 Infant, premature, diseases/(20 660)
13 Neonatal nursing/(3777)
14 Persistent fetal circulation syndrome/(1168)
15 (Delivery room or delivery rooms or newborn* or neonatal or neonates
or neonate or gestational age or premature* or preterm or birth or
infant or infants).tw,kf. (933 982)
16 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 6 or 7 or 8 or 9 or 10 or 11 or 12 or 13 or 14 or
15 (1 236 952)
17 Oxygen inhalation therapy/(14 119)
18 (High* adj2 oxygen).tw,kf. (8800)
19 100% oxygen.tw,kf. (3476)
20 17 or 18 or 19 (25 471)
21 Air/(18 830)
22 (Low oxygen or lowest oxygen or lower oxygen or limited oxygen or
air or oxygen concentration* or oxygen fraction* or target* oxygen or
oxygen saturation*).tw,kf. (272 639)
23 21 or 22 (278 007)
24 16 and 20 and 23 (1055)
25 24 not (animals/not humans/) (903)
26 Limit 25 to (case reports or comment or congresses or editorial or
letter) (69)
27 25 not 26 (834)
28 Remove duplicates from 27 (760)
29 Limit 28 to y = “1980 to current” (724)

Ovid all EBMR
Cochrane database of systematic reviews <2005 to December 7, 2017>, EBM
reviews - ACP journal club <1991 to November 2017>, EBM reviews - database
of abstracts of reviews of effects <first quarter 2016>, EBM reviews Cochrane central register of controlled trials <November 2017>, EBM reviews
- Cochrane methodology register <third quarter 2012>, EBM reviews - health
technology assessment <fourth quarter 2016>, EBM reviews - NHS economic
evaluation database <first quarter 2016>

Note: repeated <December 1, 2017 to August 10, 2018>
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1 Exp infant, newborn/(14 273)
2 Gestational age/(2210)
3 Premature birth/(427)
4 Term birth/(105)
5 Live birth/(140)
6 Intensive care, neonatal/(311)
7 ICUs, neonatal/(590)
8 Delivery rooms/(64)
9 Exp respiratory distress syndrome, newborn/(967)
10 Asphyxia neonatorum/(136)
11 Bronchopulmonary dysplasia/(334)
12 Infant, premature, diseases/(1017)
13 Neonatal nursing/(138)
14 Persistent fetal circulation syndrome/(46)
15 (Delivery room or delivery rooms or newborn* or neonatal or neonates
or neonate or gestational age or premature* or preterm or birth or
infant or infants).tw,kf. (54 700)
16 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 6 or 7 or 8 or 9 or 10 or 11 or 12 or 13 or 14 or
15 (57 608)
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TABLE 7 Continued
Database

Search Strategy Applied
17 Oxygen inhalation therapy/(955)
18 (high* adj2 oxygen).tw,kf. (939)
19 100% oxygen.tw,kf. (508)
20 17 or 18 or 19 (2217)
21 Air/(496)
22 (Low oxygen or lowest oxygen or lower oxygen or limited oxygen or
air or oxygen concentration* or oxygen fraction* or target* oxygen or
oxygen saturation*).tw,kf. (14 647)
23 21 or 22 (14 698)
24 16 and 20 and 23 (237)
25 Limit 24 to y = “1980 to current” [limit not valid in DARE; records were
retained] (231)
26 Remove duplicates from 25 (226)

Ovid Embase
Embase classic + Embase <1947 to Dec 11, 2017> and <December 1, 2017 to
August 10, 2018>

Similar to keywords and strategies above

CINAHL (EBSCOhost)
CINAHL plus with full text

Similar to keywords and strategies above

ACP, American College of Physicians; EBMR, Evidence Based Medicine Reviews; NHS, National Health Service.
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